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ABSTRACT: In education, computer programming is considered to be a difficult and challenging subject to learn and 
understand especially for beginner students. Identification and investigation of such causes and how to resolve have 
been a focused area for the research community. Even with the advancement of technology, education sector is still not 
fully utilising the technology. Therefore, it’s high time that appropriate teaching materials should be developed using 
interactive teaching curriculum  to ease students' learning difficulty caused by lack of experience and necessary 
understanding. There are many theories investigated to enhance knowledge assimilation methodology. This research 
paper attempted to identify the important design principles by investigating learning theories and identifying the 
cognitive approach engaged in educational teaching. Amongst many, two principal theories, specifically theory of 
Constructivism and theory of Cognitive Load have been identified and investigated. This theory provided a theoretical 
process framework to design and develop programming instruction guide. The proposed research aims to improve the 
delivery of teaching for in computer science students from a pedagogical point of view by designing and implementing 
an innovative visual programming model, verified by students and teaching experts. 
 
KEYWORDS: Theory of constructivism, Cognitive Load Theory, Computer Science Education, Visualisation 
methodology. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the past, many researcher have pointed out that most students faced learning difficulties in the conventional way of 
teaching. There are various reasons cited throughout many research that they don’t understand the teacher; They are 
hesitant to ask any questions; subject is very complicated to learn; it’s very boring to sit through entire class. Even with 
the advancement of technology, education sector is still not fully utilising the technology. Therefore, it’s high time that 
appropriate teaching materials should be developed using interactive teaching curriculum  to ease students' learning 
difficulty caused by lack of experience and necessary understanding.  Use of Multimedia in an interactive teaching 
environment, in particular with the integration of  cognitive psychology and cognitive load theory has the potential to 
enhance the student’s 'attention span and enable focussed learning. Such methodology has shown tremendous potential 
for students which help them to guide in the study, minimise the difficulty, and further cut down the cognitive load. 
Therefore, this research will focus on investigating the following underlying issues. i) Identify the limitation of 
conventional way of learning. ii) Identify  the use of technology in computer science education. iii) Importance of 
social cognitive learning in education. iv) Investigate important design principles for pedagogical programming 
concepts.  
 
Many researcher has been conducted in educational programming tools to assist the basic learning of computer courses. 
In literature research, many trends have been summarised and classified into five categories[7].  
 

● Interactive worlds: Development of interactive environments based on manipulating scenes and objects 
employing basic commands (for example Move, Turn, Back for robots).  
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● GUI based environments: Coding interface for code creation using visual interaction. Code can be presented in 
both graphical or textual form (Visual C, VB). 

● Abstract environments: Many visual tools that helps to create program with the use of link between different 
class objects, for example UML, Sequence, Flow charts. 

● Object Oriented programming environments: Tool designed for object-oriented programming with visual 
developmental features. (Visual studio, Eclipse, Netbeans, Android studio). 

  
The primary aim of the proposed research is (a) the critical investigation of different learning theories to outline main 
principles for coding tool for beginners, (b) the design and development of a novel coding model to demonstrate 
identified design principles and (c) the verification and validation of the proposed model to assess the enhancement of 
the learning for young students.. In this paper, the author focuses on the first objective to identify the critical design 
principles for the effectiveness of the tool to enhance cognitive learning.  
 

II. IDENTIFICATION OF LEARNING THEORIES 
 

In the context of this research, learning theories are conceptual frameworks describing how the coding skill is acquired, 
understood, and maintained during learning stage. From various learning theories, propose research focussed on two 
critical theories, i) Theory of Constructivism and, ii) Theory of Cognitive Load. Theory of Constructivism focuses on 
understanding as an running process of knowledge construction. Therefore, in the context of this research and within 
the education sector, a student can model their knowledge of a particular area. In the area of programming, the proper 
guidance should be included by designing a focussed computer education model for coding commands and set of 
instructions. Furthermore, the design principles for computer education model can be reviewed via theory of 
constructivism. For example: Logo programming environment (1980), one of the most popular programming languages 
for students, was developed using constructivism. On the other side, Theory of Cognitive Load analyse how student 
process information and presents a set of design guidelines for organising this information for successful learning for 
beginners. Therefore, guidelines deduced from the above theories could result in the enhancement of the learnings of 
these models. 

III. REVIEW OF CONSTRUCTIVISM THEORY 
Constructivism is a theory of knowledge and how can it be achieved by people. Many research studies have referred to 
constructivism in educational tool. However, one of the first research to study of the implications of applying 
constructivism was conducted by [10][11]. The author identified the learning difficulties in students when they used a 
what-you-see-is- what-you-get (WYSIWYG) word processor. The author found that one, CS students lacked a 
cognitive framework to guide them, in order to gain focussed knowledge from their regular interaction with a 
computer. Second the computer presents an accessible ontological reality. A number of researchers have focused on 
this area. The InSTEP [12] was developed to provide a constructivist learning experience for computer engineering 
students as an introductory course. His work demonstrated that students who received feedback from the InSTEP 
system needed minor help from teachers in learnings than the students who had no feedback from the system. [8] 
developed a constructivist approach in creating teaching material and guidelines for basic coding classes. He echoed 
that constructivism theory enhanced students’ understanding of the subject material. Then, A pedagogical approach 
based on a constructivism was presented by [13] for teaching object-oriented concepts for students. The research 
indicated that students improved their problem solving skills and theoretical understanding of coding concepts.[14], 
They conducted three case studies on how real life date can be used from constructivism to teach the sorting 
algorithms, solve puzzles and recognize groups from their multiplication tables. [15] applied constructivism to 
demonstrate the concept of ‘static’ in Java program and why it is often hard to understand. Another graphical 
environment was presented by [16] to guide teachers programmatically produce their teaching material using 
constructivism theory. 
 

IV. REVIEW OF COGNITIVE LOAD THEORY 
 
This theory aims to create a conceptual framework of how information is understood intellectually by an individual 

to achieve greater learning outcomes. Many researchers have undertook this area of research in teaching tools. [20] 
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presented a 4C/ID model for developing instructional programmes for complex skills acquisition. [23][24] presented 
how cognitive load theory can assist multimedia learning and the design of such software. One of the experiment was 
conducted using text and then, images and text both at the same time. [25] developed a pedagogical design using 
cognitive loadT and other theories for teaching Object Oriented Programming concepts. [28] investigated the effect of 
various strategies on the different learning measurements for cognitive load theory to acquire programming-knowledge 
especially loops acquired.  [26] presented case-study for particular programming concepts. [27]The model was 
developed using the Cognitive load and Human computer interaction principles. Their review showed that there is 
commonality between aforementioned principles, namely the reduction of unnecessary load in users’ mind. Many years 
of research in the field of cognitive load theory in various disciplines have been undertaken where researchers have 
demonstrated some important techniques that minimise cognitive load. These techniques are: the modality, the worked-
example, the expertise reversal, the redundancy,the goal-free, the split-attention effect and, the completion problem 
effect [29][30][31][32]. However, not every researcher found cognitive load theory useful in enhancing learning 
[33][34][35],there have been some criticism. [36] raised some concerns regarding the effectiveness of cognitive load 
theory theory in practical environment. A number of researcher study the results that contradicted cognitive load 
theory’s predictions and identified some critical methodical problems.     

 
V. PROPOSED DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

 
The aim of the research is to propose a theoretical conceptual framework to develop an interactive pedagogical 
multimedia tool for computer science education using Cognitive load and Constructivism theories. The discussion of 
these learning theories and the identification of critical challenges of computing students in their programming subject, 
provides the basis to develop a theoretical framework. This framework assist to identify, necessary aforementioned 
seven principles as vital for the design and development of a tool for young programmers.  
     
1. Native environment: It’s a first but important design aspect of the proposed tool. An interactive tool should be able 
to deliver instructions in multi language to novice users whose first language is not an english. 
2. Common syntax semantics: Even the experience programmers face syntax confusion when they are working on 
different environments. So the proposed tool should present standard PL syntax which is easier to follow and code 
[38][39][40][41]. The syntax of a programming language is a structure or the grammar of the language. It is a set of 
standard instruction on how to write code including correct spelling, order of commands and punctuation marks[42]. 
Semantics is the meaning of PLs sentences [43]. Semantic error occurs because novices fails to understand the concept 
or functionality of program statements. 
3. Visual presentation: Visualisation means visual programming that uses graphical means visual symbols to create 
programs and that symbols can be in form of flow diagram, icons, tables or forms. 
4. Standard set of Abstract commands: Abstraction is a mechanism which focuses on relevant information for end 
users without understanding the unnecessary details. Programmers use abstract definition while create programs, for 
example:  Programming use abstraction to present coding with a certain level of details[44]. 
5. User guidelines: The most software provides a small set of guidelines or programming instructions to kick-start the 
learning[45]. An educational PL could have set of instructions either in mini or a sub language. Former supports only 
the fundamental programming constructs while later supports only the commands that define basic programming 
constructs like variables, output, looping and branching. 
6. Analyse and present error messages: Compiler should have errors checkers that can provide understandable and 
informative error message before execution. [46] suggested that error messages should be specific, user friendly and 
easy to understand for novices.  
7. An interactive IDE : A visual interaction could make IDEs more engaging to students. Instant response and 
feedback based graphical interfaces could be used for programming including the editor for declaring variables, 
defining functions, and the debugger  to display errors or any messages[47]. 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Many researches suggested that learning programing for novices has always been demanding and frustrating. There are 
various reasons identified throughout many researches including sometimes they don’t understand the teacher; they are 
hesitant to ask any questions; subject is very complicated to learn; it’s very boring to sit through entire class. Therefore, 
to investigate such issues, this papers conducted an extensive review of two important learning theories that have a 
greater impact on academic learning in computer programming, i) theory of constructivism and, ii) Constructive Load 
Theory. After the thorough and critical review, this research identified and presented seven design principles for 
programming tool for beginners. As discussed and described, these principles are (i) Native environment, (ii) Common 
syntax semantics, (iiI) Visual presentation, (iv) Standard set of commands, (v) User guidelines, (vi) Analyse and 
present error messages and (vii) An interactive IDE. From the review of the past literature, some vital gaps in 
knowledge are identified. First, many researchers have employed constructivism and cognitive load theory into their 
research but this research proposes to integrate both the learning theories for the design of educational programming 
tool for beginner students. Second, many researcher discussed the set of design principles using aforementioned 
theories but not many researchers have measured the impact of such educational programming tool empirically. 
Therefore, this research will propose a design and implementation of a novel methodology as an validation of these 
principles. Furthermore, this proposed tool will validate the developed model with students and assess its impact on 
beginners.  
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